


E-drum Specifications 
 
Controls (Front Panel) 
Pitch - varies pitch continuously over a one octave range  
Pad Sensitivity - adjusts the pad’s dynamic response to match playing style 
Sound Selector -selects one of two sounds on multisound cartridges 
Pitch Sensitivity - controls the degree to which pad dynamics affect pitch 
Decay - controls decay from 50 milliseconds to cartridge maximum 
Treble - adjusts the amount of boost or cut in the treble frequency range 
Bass - adjusts the amount of boost or cut in the bass frequency range. 
 

Input/Output (Rear Panel) 
External AC Adapter Input - accepts 18VDC 200ma unregulated power via 3.5mm phone plug with center 
positive polarity (Use only E-mu authorized AC adapter.)  
External AC Adapter Output - When E-drum module is powered by AC adapter, this output supplies power for 
connection to additional modules. Up to 5 E-drum modules may be powered by a single AC adapter. 
Power LED - indicates power ON status, whether from the battery or AC adapter 
Battery On/Off - allows use of external AC adapter power when in OFF position, use of battery power in ON 
position  
Trigger Input - (1/4” phone jack) accepts standard DC gates and triggers (0.2 - 5 volts, l00msec or longer) as well 
as most audio sources. The dynamics of the triggering signal are detected and duplicated by the E-drum module.  
External Pitch Adjust - allows voltage control of pitch via a powered footpedal or other DC voltage source (0-5V)  
Audio Output - (1/4” phone jack) 4.7Kohm signal output  
Cartridge Port - accepts E-drum sound cartridges. Cartridges are keyed to prevent incorrect insertion. 

  

Physical Specifications 
Weight - 32 ounces (920 grams) 
Dimensions - 7.2”H x 7.2”W x 1.3”D (l80mm x l80mm x 33mm) 
Mounting - mounts on standard rototom stand by means of standard mounting brackets. 
 

Standard Accessories 
1 Rototom Mounting Bracket with hardware 
1 Sound Cartridge 
 

Optional Accessories 
AC Power Adapter 
Voltage Pedal 
Additional Sound Cartridges 
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